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Abstract
During sodium metal dissolution in aqueous Epsom salts, it was accidentally discovered that a massive explosion occurs in 0.85 M
Epsom solution on the completion of Na dissolution. Borosil glass vaporizes at temperatures >1000˚C. This fact indicated that a very
high temperature has indeed been reached in this experiment. The timing of the explosion (20–25 s after Na addition) indicated that
hydrogen somehow got trapped in cavitation induced meta-stable nano-crystals. The excess energy release could not be explained
by conventional hydrogen combustion in air. One must therefore look elsewhere for an explanation of the process behind the excess
energy release.
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1. Introduction
One of the reasons molten sodium (Na) metal is used as a coolant in fast-breeder nuclear reactors is its high thermal
conductivity. Unlike water, its atomic number is relatively high and hence its moderation capacity of neutrons is low.
It is also unlike other coolants, which usually contain low Z materials such as water or graphite. Therefore, nuclear
fission of fissile materials can be carried out with fast neutrons resulting in a higher neutron production (closer to 3) per
fission of a fissile nucleus when compared to the fission at thermal neutron energies. At fast neutron energies, the excess
neutrons not only sustain a chain fission reaction but also they can be used to breed other non-fissile materials such as
232 Th into fissile materials (i.e. 233 U), when the non-fissile materials are used as a blanket surrounding the reactor core.
The transfer of heat from sodium to water leads to the formation of steam, which is used to produce electricity. The
major problem with sodium coolant is its vigorous chemical reactivity with water. Usually in fast reactors, thin walls of
stainless steel separate the sodium coolant pipeline from water/steam carrying pipeline. Any leakage in sodium pipeline
can lead to major sodium fire and even explosion due to hydrogen production during the highly exothermic Na–H2 O
reaction. Firefighting a sodium fire with conventional extinguishers using a water-based fluid is ruled out. Presently,
dry chemical powder (NaHCO3 ) is used. This merely serves as a blanket against atmospheric oxygen. It poses its own
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problems those include poor visibility, inability to apply from distance, etc. Sodium when cooled to room temperature
solidifies and sticks to reactor components. During the routine operations, cleaning of reactor components containing
residual sodium is essential. Presently used methods such as removal of Na by melting it with acetylene torch have
proved to be highly cumbersome and ineffective in many situations. To address these problems, we developed an
aqueous system based on Epsom salt (MgSO4 ·7H2 O). Concentrated aqueous solutions of this salt were found to be
highly effective in dissolving Na metal peacefully. When applied through a high-speed water jet, the Epsom solution
easily removes Na sticking to metal components. This solution could also serve as an effective liquid fire extinguisher
in Na firefighting. Tiny droplets of this salt solution were found to be very effective in neutralizing Na aerosol generated
during Na fire. The byproducts obtained during this application, namely Mg(OH)2 and Na2 SO4 are highly ecofriendly
(unlike the case with the presently used 10 M NaOH solution) and hence the entire firefighting or cleaning operation
could be carried out in air in open conditions. The only precaution to be taken is the production of hydrogen whose
concentration should be controlled through proper ventilation or by other means.
Following the lead of France in fast-breeder reactors, most countries use 10 M NaOH solution for Na disposal
during decommissioning of fast reactors. The rationale behind selecting NaOH was the end product obtained due to
Na–H2 O reaction is also NaOH, which is water soluble, so no new byproduct is formed. But this work must be carried
out in closed environment since NaOH is highly corrosive. In any case it cannot be used for Na-firefighting in open
conditions because NaOH solution is highly alkaline and corrosive [1].
While the application of concentrated aqueous Epsom solution ("1.3 M) under stirring conditions or through highspeed water jets was found to be highly effective in dissolving Na metal peacefully, very dilute solutions (#0.7 M)
resulted in an instant explosion due to the hydrogen released through highly exothermic Na–H2 O reaction. Intermediate
salt concentrations (0.7–1.3 M) offer challenging possibilities of hydrogen production by Na–H2 O as well as Mg–H2 O
reactions and the trapping of hydrogen. This occurred at a critical Epsom salt concentration in cavitation-induced
nano-crystals in a glass beaker. It is the subject of this paper, and a matter of great interest.
The paper is divided into two parts. The first part describes the experiment, which involves the dissolution of Na
metal in aqueous Epsom solution at different salt concentrations. The second part describes the plausible theory behind
excess energy release and its applications for electrical power production.
2. Experimental Results
Dissolution of Na metal in aqueous salt solution is tricky because Na usually floats in the solution. When comes in
contact with air, molten Na catches fire and produces Na aerosols, both of which are highly dangerous. An encyclopedia
report suggests that Na metal wets effectively solid powders in molten condition under stirring condition provided us
the clue to overcome this problem. First of all, stirring a liquid solution is easy. Secondly, reaction of Na metal and
Na2 O with water is exothermic and hence no external heating is essential. For example the thin Na2 O layer surrounding
Na metal reacts with water exothermically to heat up Na metal and melt it through the reaction, Na2 O + H2 O ⇔
2NaOH. Stirring helps in distributing the heat uniformly in solution. Thus Na metal dissolution could be easily carried
out under vigorous stirring condition (∼800–1000 rpm) in a glass beaker containing Epsom solution. A commercial
Remi external mixer was used for stirring purposes. Figure 1 shows the typical experimental set-up used. Before
stirring, the Epsom solution (2 M) is crystal clear. After stirring the solution turns milky due to tiny bubbles formed by
entrapped air and dissolved gas. The tiny bubbles caused by vaporous cavitation and occurring extremely rapidly, in
a microsecond time scale are not visible to naked eye especially under turbid conditions. Elsewhere, such cavitation
bubbles generated by a 193 nm ArF excimer laser beam delivered with a specially designed tip into absorbing NaCl
solution were found to have a life time of 80 µs with a maximum bubble diameter of about 1 mm when imaged with
flash photomicrography with CCD camera [2]. Cavitation depends on the purity of water. Pure water can withstand
considerable low pressure without undergoing cavitation. However, in salt water, cavitation inception occur easily at
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Figure 1. Typical experimental set-up used for peaceful Na dissolution in concentrated Epsom (2 M) solution. This salt concentration is about
85% of its solubility limit. The salt solution in the glass beaker is crystal clear before stirring (left). But after stirring the solution turns milky due to
tiny bubbles formed by entrapped air and dissolved gas (right).

reduced pressures (encountered in a column of fast moving fluid) due to presence of ions which break the hydrogen
bond between water molecules.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained on Na metal dissolution in Epsom (right) as well as NaOH (left) solutions. The
solution temperature was constantly monitored with a Ch–Al thermocouple wire inserted into the solution in such a
way that it does not disturb the stirring. In both cases the solution temperature raises during Na dissolution carried out
under stirring condition in air. Hydrogen gas is released in both cases and a blue flame due to hydrogen burning in
air over the beaker is witnessed at times. In the case of NaOH solution, the rise in solution temperature is faster with
increasing water content. This is only to be expected because Na reacts with water and hence with increasing water
content, the Na dissolution rate is faster. The Na dissolution rate is very slow if the water content is low as seen from
the very slow rise in solution temperature (Fig. 2a, left). In fact the Na metal could be seen to rotate for more than a
minute till it is dissolved completely in the latter case. In contrast, Na dissolution is quite swift with Epsom solution
at all concentrations above a threshold limit as witnessed from the quick rise in solution temperature irrespective of its
water content (Fig. 2a, right). This result shows that the mechanisms of Na metal dissolution in the two solutions are
quite different.
Another notable difference between the NaOH and Epsom solutions was on the sodium solubility limits. In an Epsom
solution, for a given water content (∼100 mL), the amount of sodium that could be dissolved peacefully increased from
6 to 10.5 g when the molar concentration was increased from 1.4 to 1.8 M. The above solubility limits were arrived at
on the basis of observation of sodium fire initiated by sodium–air reaction with further addition of sodium. In contrast
in the NaOH solution, for a given water content (∼120 mL), the Na solubility was found to decrease from about 30 to
15 g when the molar concentration was increased from 8 to 12 M as expected from the reduced availability as well as
reduced thermodynamic activity of water at such high salt concentrations. The sodium solubility limit in this case was
arrived at on the basis of NaOH salt reaching its solubility limit in water, i.e., further sodium addition resulted in NaOH
precipitation. More details of this work can be obtained from reference [1].
Na dissolution was also carried out in several other aqueous salt solutions and the results obtained are as follows.
In concentrated Zn(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O, Zn2 SO4 and CuCl2 ·2H2 O (85% solubility limit, molarity = 3) solutions, sodium
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Figure 2. The dependence of solution temperature since the addition of sodium on the water content in NaOH solution (left) and in Epsom solution
(right). The molarity of the solutions (M) were: NaOH: 14(a), 10.1 (b) and 8.1 (c); Epsom: 2.13 (a), 1.57 (b) and 1.25 (c).

dissolution turned very violent. Intense sodium sputtering, sodium fire and sodium aerosol release were observed in
all three cases. When the concentration of the Zn(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O solution was decreased to 45% of its solubility limit
(molarity = 2), intense explosion was observed once sodium was added to the solution under stirring condition since
Na reacted freely with water to produce intense hydrogen. A common feature with the above salts is that those metals,
i.e., Cu and Zn do not react with water, unlike Mg, and thus sodium–cation exchange reactions becomes energetically
unfavorable. This view is confirmed from the fact that in MnSO4 and NiSO4 aqueous salt solutions, sodium dissolution
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rate is peaceful but the rate of dissolution is quite low even at low salt concentrations (1.7–3.8 M) since Mn and Ni
react very slowly with water. Based on a detailed study with many salt solutions, it was concluded that high enthalpy
of formation of crystal and high molarity are two other factors, which favor peaceful dissolution of Na [3].
On the suggestion of a reactor chemist to cut down the cost, we tried a dilute Epsom solution (0.85 M) to dissolve
Na. The Na dissolution indeed proceeded peacefully as with 2 M solution for about 20–30 s since Na addition. The
formation of a small quantity of white Mg(OH)2 precipitate in the glass beaker could be seen visually thereby confirming
the Na dissolution process. However, at the end of Na dissolution, i.e., 30 s after Na addition, an intense and massive
explosion occurred, accompanied with Na aerosol release and a shock wave as well as vaporization of Borosil glass
beaker containing salt solution. The explosion attracted the attention of everyone in the building due to its high intensity,
even people in rooms far from the one where the experiment was carried out. Molten glass needles flew all around,
making holes too small to be seen with the naked eye in two plastic water bottles at two different locations about 2 m
from the explosion. I was standing 4–5 m from the cell when it exploded. The needles scratched my hand. Borosil
glass vaporizes at temperatures >1000˚C. This fact indicates that a very high temperature has indeed been reached
in this experiment. The timing of the explosion (20–25 s after Na addition) is prima facie evidence that hydrogen
somehow got trapped in the solution. A normal hydrogen explosion occurs within 5–10 s after Na addition in dilute
salt solutions, and the intensity of a normal explosion is not sufficient to vaporize the glass beaker. It merely breaks it
into a few pieces. This situation was quite different. Despite the massive energy release, the stirrer was not damaged.
It continued to rotate, which indicated that the energy was released outwardly. It was also noted that the bottom of the
glass beaker which was placed on a wooden stool did not vaporize. This showed that the plasma-like condition was
reached only on the side walls of the glass beaker, since a container free condition could be reached only on its sides. At
the bottom, this condition could not be reached due to the presence of the wooden stool which acted as a heat absorber.
Therefore, in future, experiments researchers should take note of the geometry and material of the container. Another
parameter which needs to be standardized is the Epsom salt concentration. This is critical. An excess of salt would
result in peaceful Na dissolution while a lack of salt concentration would result in premature Na–H2 O reaction. It was
found that to trigger the excess energy release, the 2Na ⇔ Mg exchange reaction in cavitation induced crystals as well
as Na–H2 O reaction should take place with equal probability. That can occur only at a critical Epsom salt concentration
which exactly coincided with the salt concentration (0.85 M) used in the experiment. The role of serendipity (accidental
discovery) in the development of science cannot be overlooked. Such a massive release of energy, which could not be
explained away easily by chemical means, calls for a close scrutiny of the process behind it.
One can imagine a series of successive experiments done at 1.9 M, 1.8 M, ... The thought is that one might
see an increase in energy release along the way prior to where the system explodes. If so, then this might be
important in that it could provide a “safe” version of the experiment which begins to show anomalous behavior.
3. Discussion
3.1. Peaceful Na dissolution in concentrated Epsom solution
The fact that the amount of sodium that could be dissolved peacefully increases with the salt content in an Epsom
solution is a clear indication that sodium is dissolved mainly in the salt rather than in water. If sodium–water is the
major or only mode of reaction, sodium solubility should not depend on the salt content at these relatively low molar
concentrations. In contrast, in the NaOH solution, in which sodium reacts with water at all salt concentrations, for a
given water content, the sodium solubility has been found to decrease with increasing salt content. This is expected
from the reduced availability as well as reduced thermodynamic activity of water at such high salt concentrations. In an
Epsom solution, a chief reason why sodium prefers to displace host metal rather than reacting directly with water is the
difference in the rates of these two reactions. The Na–metal exchange reaction rate in Epsom is fast at the crystalloid
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embryo level which grows quickly to nano- or even micro-crystals due to stimulation by cavitation. In comparison,
the Na–H2 O reaction rate is slowed down because the water molecules are continuously engaged in hydrolyzing these
crystalloids formed while stirring the solution. If an ionic solid is to dissolve, some energy is needed to overcome the
force of inter-ionic attraction. If water is the solvent, this energy is supplied by the interaction of water molecules with
the ions of the solute.
3.2. Cavitation-induced crystallization
There remains a question as how such tiny (micro- or nano-sized) Epsom crystalloids are formed in under-saturated
solution. It is known that a reduction in pressure by rotation can cause water to boil even at room temperature, leading to
cavitation-induced crystals. Such cavitation events occurring in ship propellers damage the propeller. Crystal formation
due to cavitation has been attributed to a number of factors such as: (i) local temperature increase, (ii) pressure changes
leading to rapid cooling rates (107 –1010 K s−1 ) and iii) concomitant shockwaves [4]. Local hot spots can vaporize
the solution and can turn an under-saturated solution into a super-saturated one, thereby promoting crystal formation.
However, the application of Bernoulli’s equation in this case has shown that cavitation occurs in the Epsom solution
not because of stirring but because of exothermicity arising during the exothermic reaction of Na2 O layer surrounding
the Na metal, followed by exothermic sodium metal dissolution. These local boiling spots are distributed throughout
the solution by the stirring. Due to the small size of the stirrer blades (a few centimeters) the pressure drop is too
small to cause boiling of water at room temperature despite the high speed (1000 rpm). In contrast, rotation of water
stream for e.g., by a ship propeller of 8 m diameter with a tip velocity higher than 40 m s−1 creates a high vacuum
(> −27.5 inch Hg) due to its larger length (a few meters); this pressure drop is large enough to cause boiling even
at room temperature, despite the relatively low speed of rotation (100 rpm). This is conventional cavitation. But in
this experiment, the highly exothermic Na reactions cause local hot spots which lead to cavitation-induced meta-stable
crystals. This is known as steam cavitation. A recent study shows that if a steam bubble is introduced in a cold-water
pool, due to a fast condensation of the steam from the surface of this bubble, a phenomena similar to the cavitational
collapse of the bubble occurs. The steam bubble cavitation process was found to be more efficient compared to
conventional processes because of the elimination of intermediate energy [5]. A recent study confirms that gas bubbles
formed by absorbing the heat of vaporization from surrounding environment can be used to tailor the kinetics of the
nucleation and growth of inorganic nano-crystals in a colloidal synthesis [6]. In this experiment, gas bubbles generated
from boiling solvents under atmospheric pressure (or under vacuum) were shown to facilitate the formation of iron
oxide nano-crystals. Artificial argon bubbles could also replace the solvent gas bubbles in controlling the nucleation
and growth of iron oxide nano-crystals.
It should be emphasized that cavitation in this work primarily causes the formation of metastable crystals, and not in
the production of high temperatures directly. This is unlike earlier work in which it was postulated that cavitation alone
(during the process of gas bubble implosion using ultrasonic sound waves) can directly lead to the generation of very
high temperatures required for nuclear fusion [7]. The fact that Na dissolution proceeds peacefully in Epsom solution
clearly indicates that the Na–H2 O reaction rate is slowed down by the cavitation process and the hydrogen production
rate is controlled with controlled release of Mg atoms from the crystals by 2Na ⇔ Mg exchange reaction as shown in
Table 3a,b. Before the Na–H2 O reaction commences, or during its early onset, the cation-exchange reaction becomes
the predominant mode of Na-dissolution in a concentrated Epsom solution. Although the rate of reaction of Mg with
water is slow when compared to Na, all the Mg atoms expelled do not react with water instantly since a portion of Mg
atoms released could get trapped again and again in the MgSO4 crystalloids, additively similar to what happens to the
sodium atoms in Na2 SO4 crystals formed due to cavitation, as depicted in Table 3c. Such a retrapping process would
slow down the release of Mg atoms into the salt solution. The Mg atoms displaced will react relatively slowly with
water to form Mg(OH)2 and hydrogen until all the Mg atoms are released into the solution. Thus the sodium dissolution
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Table 1. A simplified picture of the Epsom salt solution before (10MgSO4 - (a)) and after sodium
dissolution (8MgSO4 .2Na2 SO4 – (b)) in the 2 M standard solution under vigorous rotation recommended for sodium disposal. Exchange of Na with Mg takes place by 2Na–Mg exchange reaction.
The dissolution process of Mg atoms in MgSO4 in what is known as additive reaction (c) slows down
the reaction rate and that is how Na dissolution proceeds peacefully in 2M Epsom solution.
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proceeds in a controlled and peaceful manner in concentrated Epsom solution. In pure 2 M aqueous Epsom solution,
the above reaction lasts for about 15–20 s as evidenced from the hydrogen released, which usually ignites in air above
the glass beaker in which sodium is dissolved. But for the above slow and controlled release of Mg atoms from the
crystalloids into the solution, the Mg–H2 O reaction would also have proceeded quite quickly, resulting in an explosion
similar to that of Na–H2 O reaction.
3.3. Na dissolution in dilute Epsom solution and hydrogen trapping
The situation with the massive explosion in 0.85 M solution on the completion of Na dissolution (20–25 s after Na
addition) is completely different and calls for a different explanation. First of all, the massive energy burst was an
accidental discovery – serendipity! At high Epsom concentration (>1.6 M), 2Na–Mg cation exchange reaction and at
low concentration (<0.7 M) Na–H2 O reaction occur. At 0.85 M Epsom concentration both the reactions mentioned
above are shown to take place with equal probability [3]. Borosil glass vaporizes at temperatures >1000˚C. This fact
indicated that a very high temperature has indeed been reached in this experiment. The timing of the explosion indicated
that hydrogen somehow got trapped in the cavitation induced metastable nanocrystals. This means that instead of a
2Na–Mg cation exchange, a 2H–Mg exchange seems to have taken place. A cage meant to trap a massive elephant
(Na+ ions) instead trapped the elusive panthers (H + ions). Towards the end of sodium dissolution in the 0.85 M Epsom
solution, i.e ∼25 s from the start, the original aim of dissolving sodium in a dilute aqueous solution of Epsom salt at
room temperature appears to have been almost achieved at less cost than in the standard solution.
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As 2.4 × 1022 hydrogen atoms/molecular ions (0.04 mol) are involved in the present case, the burning of hydrogen
would release 9.57 kJ which is less than the energy needed to vaporize the salt solution (260 kJ). So the crucial
questions before us now are: Why did the cavitation induced crystal structure containing sodium and hydrogen collapse
the moment it solidified, setting in motion a chain reaction resulting in the observed violent explosion? And: What is
the mechanism behind the release of such excess energy? These questions will be addressed in the theoretical part of
this paper.
4. Conclusion
Sodium metal dissolves peacefully in concentrated Epsom solution (>1.6 M) when it is stirred in open air. This
technique offers several advantages for alkali metal dissolution as well as for alkali metal (Na, K, Li, etc.) firefighting
since the end products are ecofriendly. Sodium dissolution in dilute Epsom solutions (#0.7 M) can, however, be
hazardous due to the onset of highly exothermic and violent Na–H2 O reaction. Intermediate concentrations offer
interesting possibilities of hydrogen trapping in cavitation induced metastable nano-crystals. The massive explosion
witnessed in 0.85 M Epsom solution accompanied by the vaporization of the entire glass beaker containing the solution
at the end of sodium metal dissolution could not be explained away by simple hydrogen combustion; the massive excess
energy released as a burst deserves to be understood in detail.
The evidence presented here is circumstantial. We will not know for sure how much energy is produced until
the experiment is reproduced many times and the energy release is measured with adequate calorimetry. The
energy balance assembled in this work is useful only in as much as it provides a reference energy balance under
the interpretation provided. This is not proof that the energy matches the numbers, or in fact is anomalous at
all. There is the need to carry out the experiment in an appropriate calorimeter. The author is hoping to get
support from funding agencies to carry out appropriate replication experiments in the future; and that such
follow on experiments are very important to confirm that the energy produced really is anomalous. There is
also the need to confirm if the anomalous energy release occurs only at a particular (0.85 M) salt concentration.
If the increase in energy release is gradual as the salt concentration is decreased from 2 to 0.85 M, it could
provide a “safe” version of the experiment in the concentration at which the anomalous behavior begins. A still
better approach would be to develop a fuel cell with a continuous flow of Epsom solution having appropriate
salt concentration with another flow of molten Na metal to produce continuous excess heat energy similar to
the heat production in Ni–H systems reported by Focardi et al. [8].
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